We present an "ancient issue" of "Ethics in Progress", in which we attempt to show how the studies in classics and in ancient philosophy should be and could be an inspiration for ethical 
epistemological as well as ethical conclusions. In our point of view an interpretationhistorically, philologically -but above all the reception of ancient concepts are of utmost relevance for current studies in moral philosophy. In the 20
th century a few historians of philosophy suggested the understanding of ancient philosophy as a practical philosophy, among them professor Juliusz Domański (Warsaw) whose article in Polish we publish in this issue of France he delivered lectures on philosophy as practicism, and since then his role in the new interpretation of classical philosophy has been unquestioned. To quote Doman ski from the abstract of his contribution to our volume: "When I relate today, and once again explain the sense of my studies on practicism, I do it to inspire young ethicists and philosophers to search new terms and definitions for better, possibly well-aimed, description of the phenomena and contents, which I call 'practicism'". We hope very much that this small collection of papers on the interpretation and reception of selected ancient concepts will become of your interest. Our focus has been put on practical philosophy, with the concepts of justice, politics, paideia, goodness and arete as most but also Socrates's importance for the modern philosophy, e.g. for Kant.
We believe the lecture of Husserl, however written almost a century ago, in the epoch of philosophy clearly different from ours, provides us with a very good example for the timeless validity of classical concepts of ethics. Our hope also extends to the belief that we manage to justify this issue of "Ethics in Progress" precisely with this validity. At the same time we want to invite the readers to see how it was and still can be to constantly first discover some ideas in the ancient texts, so then to reveal them in new interpretations and receptions.
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